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Abstract: The characteristics of types of process of liquation refining of metal melts from impurity elements is given. Efficiency of extraction-
crystallization-liquation refining (ECL-process) of magnesium melts with use of additive elements is shown. The results of experimental 
studies on the refining of magnesium from metal impurities using additives Ti, Zr and Mn are in good agreement with the calculated data. 
The highest efficiency of ECL-process of refining is achieved when cleaning of magnesium from impurities of iron by titanium additives. 
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1. Introduction
Modern physical and physic-chemical methods of refining of 

metal melts are characterized by their efficiency, level of 
development and application extent. 

The most simple, economical and implemented on a large 
industrial scale method is a liquation refining of melts from 
impurity elements, which based on the separation of components of 
heterogeneous metal systems with phases significantly different in 
physic-chemical properties. 

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the
problem 

Liquation processes of refining of melts from metal impurities, 
gases and non-metallic inclusion, depending on a character of 
interaction between impurity elements and refined metal, can be 
classified as shown in Fig. 1. 

Brief description of types of melts refining processes and its 
relationship with the phase diagram is given below. 

Liquation refining (L-process) is based on changes of the 
solubility of impurities during cooling of the melt and 
separation of formed phases by density. L-process is a two 
stage process: 
- formation of a heterogeneous system with two liquid 

phases (L1, L2) from a homogenous liquid melt (L), i.e. L → 
L1 + L2; 
- separation of formed liquid phases of heterogenous system 

followed by formation of two isolated products. 
Mechanism of liquation refining process consist of an idea 

that on cooling at first a new liquid phase as stable drops is 
formed in the old one. Then the two phases are separated 
because of the difference in density. The temperature range 
for the L-process lies in the area of phase separation but the 
most preferable temperature is a little bit higher than that of 
the monotectic transformation [1-3]. 
Examples of L-process are real systems (Pb – Cu, Zn – Pb). 

Fig. 1. Classification of liquation refining methods 
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Liquation-crystallization refining (LC-process) is based on 

changes in the solubility of impurities followed by formation of a 
solid crystal phase with a constant or variable composition. LC-
process consist of two stages: 

- formation of a heterogeneous system from a homogenous 
one (L) with a liquid (L1) and solid (S) phases, i.e. L→L1 + S; 

- phase separation of heterogeneous system followed by 
formation of two isolated products. 

At full solubility of the system components in the liquid and solid 
state the area of the process possibility is defined by the liquidus 
and solidus temperature intervals. The temperature being close to 
the solidus temperature is preferable for the LC-process. Examples 
of LC-process are real systems (Al-Si; Al-Fe; Mg-Mn; Zn-Fe) [1, 3 
- 5]. 

Liquation-gasification refining (LG-process) is going on in the 
melts with temperature decreasing due to the formation of a gaseous 
phase presented by hydrogen bubbles that form with metals 
endothermic introduction solid solutions. Formation of gas bubbles 
in the metal melts at cooling is linked with changes in the hydrogen 
solubility, that is the LG-process is going on with the further 
liquation – the separation of melts into gaseous and liquid phases. It 
seems that LG-process is also a two stage process: 

- formation a heterogeneous system with one liquid (L1) and 
another gaseous (G) phases from a homogeneous melt (L), i.e. 
L→L1 + G; 

- separation of the gaseous and liquid phases formed in the 
heterogeneous system.  

So, the mechanism of the LG-process can be described as follows. 
At first stable gaseous bubbles are formed in the melt and only after 
that the separation happens due to the distinction in density. By 
slowly cooling down to the melting point and further intensive 
heating to the moulding temperature the most hydrogen might be 
eliminated from the melt. In practice this method is known as 
degasification by “melt freezing”. Examples of LG-process are real 
systems Al-H2, Mg- H2, Cu- H2 [2, 6, 7]. 

Crystallization-liquation refining (CL-process) is based on the 
separation of system components by addition of a third component. 
This additive should have a higher chemical affinity to the impurity 
than affinity of impurity to the base metal. The additive is fed in 
such amounts so as to provide the formation of a solid solution 
based on a metal-solvent and possibly a full capturing of the 
impurity through the formation of intermetallic compounds at a 
temperature slightly higher than the melting point of the main 
metal. The CL-process can be illustrated with the refining of liquid 
lead, performed by addition of some amount of sulfur. The sulfur 
having a higher chemical affinity to copper than to the lead forms 
high-melting and low soluble compounds Cu2S that come to the 
surface, being separated from the melt of lead [1, 3, 4]. 

Extraction-liquation refining (EL-process) is based on the 
selective extraction of impurity (B) from a solution (A) by 
extraction agent (E). It is considered that the extraction agent serves 
for dilution, not being dissolved in the initial solution. For this case 
(according to the solution theory) it is true a ratio: (СВ)А : (СВ)E = 
К, where (СВ)А – concentration of the impurity (В) in the solution 
(А) after extraction: (СВ)E – concentration of the impurity (В) in the 
extraction agent, i.e. in the solvent (E); К – distribution coefficient. 

It is important for the EL-process that the dissolving agent should 
be in the liquid state. Refining on this type ends with a separation of 
the products forming during the liquid extraction (L → L1 + L2). 

The zinc and magnesium methods of aluminum refining from iron 
can serve as examples of the EL-process [4, 8]. 

Extraction-crystallization-liquation refining (ECL-process) occurs 
in the systems in which the dissolved impurity is extracted from a 
liquid (metallic) phase into a solid phase by addition of extracting 
reagent forming with the impurity a solid solution or chemical 
compounds of a stable or variable composition. Probably, such 
extraction can be called as the liquid-solid extraction unlike just the 
liquid extraction [9].  

The method of refining by ECL-process is based on assessment of 
chemical affinity of impurity elements to some metals that form 
insoluble or difficulty soluble products settling to the bottom of 
crucible. 

А(В)L + С → АL + ↓СnBm(S)   (1)     
A – refined metal,  
B – impurity,   
C – refining additive,   
СnBm – products of interaction. 
Example of refining by ECL-process is cleaning of magnesium 

melts from metal impurities with use of extracting additives [10-
11]. 

Mechanism of refining of magnesium from iron by ECL-process 
can be represented by the following reactions occurring 
simultaneously in the liquid and solid phases: 

in liquid phase: Mg(Fe)L+Mg(Ti)L↔MgL+α–Fe(Ti)S (2) 
in liquid: Mg(Fe)L + α-TiS ↔ MgL + TiFe2(S)  (3) 
and solid phases: Mg(Fe)L + α-TiS ↔ MgL + TiFeS (4) 
at the interphase: Mg(Fe)ж + α-TiS ↔ MgL + α-Fe(Ti)S (5) 
the promotion of reaction processing from (2) to (5) can be 

provided by increasing the amount of added titanium. 
The calculated parameters on magnesium refining from metal 

impurities by means of Ti, Zr and Mn additives were confirmed by 
experimental results (Fig. 2). The efficiency of magnesium refining 
was estimated by a refining coefficient, К = (Cb – Ca)/Cb · 100% 
К – refining coefficient, % 
Cb – impurity content before refining, % 
Ca  – impury content after refining, % 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Effect of manganese (a), zirconium (b) and titanium (c) on the refining coefficient of magnesium from impurities 
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Analysis of the results suggests the possibility of refining of 

magnesium from individual impurity elements (Fig. 2). Here 
titanium is considered as the best refining additive.  

Additional experiments allowed establishing the optimal dosage 
of titanium additive to provide deep magnesium refining from iron 
impurities (Fig. 3). 

 Fig. 3. Changes in iron (1) and titanium (2) content depending on 
titanium dosage. 

 
3. Conclusion 

1. It is suggested a classification of liquation processes for 
magnesium refining from impurities that allows establishing the 
type of a refining process and its efficiency on the basis of elements 
interaction at given temperatures. 

2. The characteristics of types of processes of liquation (L, LC, 
LG and CL) and extraction-liquation (EL, ECL) refining of metal 
melts is given. 

3. Experimentally confirmed the high efficiency of ECL-process 
for refining of magnesium from metal impurities using additives of 
titanium, zirconium and manganese. 

4. The technology of production of magnesium with content of 
iron to 0,004% with use of titanium as the refining additive. 
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